
Fire Safety and Means of Escape for Disabled People a Report 
on the Round Table seminar held at the London offices of the 
Disability Rights Commission on Wednesday 21st ,July 2004. 

Introduction 

The event was sponsored by the Chief Fire Officers’ Association (CFOA) in 
partnership with the Disability Rights Commission (DRC), Qequality and 
SURFACE of the University of Salford to discuss issues surrounding the safety 
and means of escape of disabled people in case of fire. 

Specifically invited guests representing a range of strategic organisations, 
professional bodies and trade organisations were brought together to provide an 
opportunity to explore better practice for emergency egress and debate the 
myriad of associated legislative requirements. 

Aims 

The aims of the event were: 

¯ To examine current practices and common misconceptions 
¯ To establish a set of core principles to be adopted in future policies, 

guidance and practice. 
¯ To identify any knowledge gaps requiring new or additional research. 

Pa~icipants 

The following organisations, professional bodies and trade organisations were 
represented by various individuals: 

Fire Brigades Union 
Office of the Deputy Prime Minister, Building Regulations Division 
Qequality 
SURFACE, The University of Salford; 
The Access Association; 
The Chief Fire Officers’ Association; 
The DRC; 
Still Awaiting further names of delegates 

Speeches and Presentations 

Phil Toase, Chief Fire Officer and Policy Director for CFOA, opened the 
proceedings and commented that "this seminar is an opportunity to influence the 
Fire Safety Agenda" The event was chaired by Pamela Castle, Chair for the 
Business and Community Safety Forum who welcomed the move to risk 
assessment and management instead of prescription in fire safety. 
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A keynote speech was given by Su Peace of Qequality that outlined the issues 
that were pertinent to the subject of the day and set the tone for the lively debate 
and thought provoking material that followed throughout the day. 

Presentations were given on: 

¯ Building Design- Nigel Hiorns; 
¯ Use of Lifts- John Miller; 
¯ Facilitated and Assisted Escape- Su Peace 
¯ Building Management- Su Peace and John Miller 

The PowerPoint presentations given are archived at: 

http://www.jiscm ail.ac, uldlists/m eans-of-escape.htm I 

General questions and debate 

After each of the various speeches and presentations questions and statements 
were made by the audience. These were broadly as follows: 

¯ From the Fire Service point of view the stumbling block is through lack of 
Government direction on egress, whilst the Government is giving clear 
direction on access issues 
Approved Document Part B of the Building Regulations tends to focus on 
non-disabled people. 
The Fire Service never says "no", it may say "maybe" subject to alterations 
and considerations. 

¯ The Fire Service has been as easy target for others to lay the blame on, 
such as the situation where a non-ambulant disabled person exclusion 
from a service is blamed on the Fire Officer’s requirement for safety - 
when it is really about the lack of money to provide the requirements 
suggested by the Fire Officer 
There are 2 different issues - new buildings and existing buildings. 
Education and training is needed for both Building Managers and the Fire 
Service. 

¯ Why do we spend all this money on refuge areas? What are they for? 
,~ The DRC should get more information out on this subject. 

Approved Document B of the Building Regulations considers this subject a 
most important area and does refer to BS5588 Part 8 for further 
information Part B is currently under review and can take comments for 
the revision document for consultation. There has been a move away from 
prescription to functional requirements in the 1985 changes to Building 
Regulations, taking a "deemed to satisfy" approach in order to allow more 
creativity to flourish. 
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¯ It does not matter what documentation is produced, what is needed are 
professionals who are using them. They need training in how to use them 
and worked examples showing risk assessment 

¯ Domestic property situations should also be covered in advice. 
¯ The issue of "reasonableness" is important. The Marks and Spencer work 

with Jim Shields (University of Ulster) on human behaviour is still relevant. 
¯ The Building Research Establishment (BRE) 1993 document is also still 

relevant. 
¯ There is the huge task of training to get over attitudes and uncomfortable 

situations. 
¯ An Inclusive Design approach would be to give one approach that works 

for everyone rather than considering a separate means of escape for 
disabled people. Means of escape needs to be prescriptive to get the 
designer to do it, yet at the same time not telling the designer to make 
special arrangements. 

¯ We need to broaden our parameters of our definition of people 
¯ Access and means of escape have gone separate paths but now they 

need to come together. 
¯ The use of lifts has been discussed for at least 30 years in the Fire 

Service. 
¯ We need to consider an aging population and hidden impairments 
¯ Risk assessment should be pragmatic, realistic and reasonable. 

Workshop Break-Out Sessions 

The afternoon was given over to 4 Break-Out sessions to discuss the themes 
brought out by the morning presentations. People were divided equally amongst 
the 4 different sessions to give a range of differing experiences in each session. 

Building Design Break-Out session 

The main issues to emerge from this session were: 

¯ The building brief is important and should state what best practice is 
expected from the design 

¯ Competencies of designers, building control officers, access officers, fire 
authorities, consultants, and managers of buildings should cover this 
issue. 

¯ Management is the key to escape. 

*, Courses need to cover cornpetencies. 
¯ ~t needs to get back to colleges and universities. 
¯ A clearer statement of intent form Government is required. 

,~ Part B could take an Inclusive Design approach. 
¯ There should be one Code of Practice. 
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¯ It should not single out disabled people only, but may need to be a 
stepping stone in order to get closer to an ~nclusive Design solution. 

¯ Perhaps stakeholder groups could produce a Code of Practice. 

Use of Lifts Break-Out session 

The main issues to emerge from this session were: 

¯ Lifts should be used in an emergency egress but must be managed. 
¯ A risk assessment is needed before they can be used. 
¯ Need to consider use of escalators. 
¯ There is enough research out there but it needs pulling together 
¯ Training is needed on access issues to all the parties involved 
¯ Fire strategy statement should be part of the application process. 
¯ The Fire Service should have enough training to advise properly on 

existing buildings. 
¯ Businesses should see it as part of their business. 

Facilitated and Assisted Escape Break-Out session 

The main issues to emerge from this session were: 

¯ The session focused mainly on facilitated escape 
*, Everybody should be able to get an early warning that an evacuation is 

necessary. 
¯ People need to believe the issue is real. 
¯ People need to know where they should go to escape, and also where 

they should not go 
¯ Fire drills that actually simulate a fire in a particular part of the building 

would encourage the use of phased evacuation. 
People should be able to get to a place of safety independently; this 
involves a realisation of what and where is safe. 
An individual should know where and how to get assistance and that a 
refuge area is a place to rest rather than wait. 

¯ There should be an Access and Egress Statement rather than just an 
Access Statement 

¯ Simple straightforward guidance is needed. 

Building Management Break-Out session 

The main issues to emerge from this session were: 

¯ There should not be an artificial divide between building management and 
the nuts and bolts of the structural and safety systems. It is a balance 
between them. 
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¯ Existing buildings are harder to deal with then new buildings. 
¯ The way that legislation works means that people are only prosecuted 

when things have gone wrong. 
¯ There needs to be training to a consistent and common standard for 

managers involved with means of escape This training could be part of an 
existing qualification, or a new one. 

¯ Means of escape guidance is more limited than access guidance. 
¯ There needs to be principles, case studies, exercises, examples and 

scenarios to show and explore reasonable solutions. 
¯ There needs to be a link between Access Statements, Access Strategy 

and the Health and Safety File. 
¯ Refuges do not seem to be appropriate in new buildings and we should be 

moving away from them to other approaches In existing cases we need to 
show how they will be used as a temporaPy resting place rather than end 
solution. 

¯ The Fire Service does not have Access Officers to advise them. The RRO 
should emphasise means of escape for all people in the risk assessment 
exercise. 

¯ Research is needed on how existing general lift installations can be used 
in means of escape. 

¯ There needs to be greater emphasis on employers to ask all staff how 
they wish to be evacuated in an emergency; and the employer should then 
do something about it. 

Actions from the meeting 

~t was agreed that a Discussion Forum should be created to enable the dialogue 
to continue. Marcus Ormerod from SURFACE agreed to create and facilitate this 
forum. 

The information from the seminar should be made available to the Part B review 
team in order to inform their consultation exercise. 

The organisers of the seminar were congratulated for establishing the meeting. 
The drive forwards that the seminar had given to those attending should not be 
lost and a subsequent meeting of the parties involved was considered important. 
Funding and resources should be sought to allow subsequent meetings to take 
place 
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